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2 Sep.

Be Leaders for 
Resilience

9 Sep.

Reimagine How 
We Support 

Students

16 Sep.

Promote Hope 
and Healing for 

Students

23 Sep.

Create 
Compassionate 

and 
Connected 

Communities

30 Sep.

Restore Staff 
Wellness

Advancing Wellness 
and Resiliency in 
Education: Schools 
Can…



Today’s Topic…..

Restoring Staff 
Wellness



Today’s Agenda…..

10:00-10:30 Leading While Restoring Staff Wellness
10:30-11:10 SMART Resiliency Training
11:00-11:15 Break
11:15-12:00 Panel - Best Practices to Support Staff Wellness
12:00-12:15 Break
12:15-12:40 Creating an Organizational Wellness Plan
12:40-1:00 ABC Summit Closure



Today’s Objectives…..

1. Describe three evidence-based practices 
(EBPs) that support educator wellness.

2. Learn three wellness strategies.

3. Develop an organizational wellness plan.



Stress Management and Resiliency 
Training (SMART)

The Resilient Option



Stress Management and Resiliency Training (SMART)
The Resilient Option

Building resilience can help you enhance your focus, improve your 
relationships, and increase your productivity.

The SMART program, designed by Dr. Amit Sood, breaks resilience 
into four key areas:

• Gratitude
• Mindful Presence
• Kindness
• Resilient Mindset — presenting insights and corresponding 

exercises to help you build your resilience





Gratitude Practices:

� Before you get out of bed and 
cede control of the day to 
email, to-do lists and the 
demands of others, think of 5 
people you appreciate and 
send them a silent gratitude.

Insights:
Our brains struggle with 
focus, fatigue, and fear, 
that causes stress and 
burnout, and depletes our 
resilience.

Stronger attention that 
naturally focuses on 
positivity and gratitude 
builds resilience.





Mindful 
Presence

Practices:
2-MINUTE RULE
� Give at least 2 minutes of undivided 

attention to someone in your life who 
deserves that attention but isn’t getting it. 
Do not try to improve or change the other 
person in that time.

CURIOUS MOMENTS
� Observe what’s around you with a more 

engaged presence and a deeper sense 
of curiosity.

Insights:
The brain notices what it finds 
of value (i.e. things that are 
interesting or threatening).
Over time, what was once 
interesting and attractive 
loses novelty, and you notice 
it less. This weakens attention.
Practicing mindful presence 
enables you to regain novelty 
and focus on what is truly 
important and meaningful. 
This will strengthen your 
attention.





Kindness
Practices:
KIND ATTENTION

�Assume most people you meet or 
see (even those who are difficult) 
are special and have struggles. 
Treat them with kind attention by 
sending them a silent good wish.

KINDNESS TO SELF

�Self-kindness can take many forms, 
including regulating your intake of 
“toxic news,” periods of prolonged 
sitting, and mindless multi-tasking.

Insights:

Just like a muscle, areas of the 
brain that you use more 
become stronger / better 
connected.
By cultivating kind thoughts, 
you can change your brain’s 
innate wiring to move past 
the tendency toward 
negativity and fear.
In addition, when you are kind 
toward others, you become 
kinder toward self. Self-
kindness, in turn, can nurture 
every aspect of your life.





http://www.donothingfor2minutes.com/



Resilient 
Mindset

Practices:
RESILIENT THINKING
� Integrate these five timeless values 

into your mindset: Gratitude, 
Compassion, Acceptance, 
Meaning, and Forgiveness. 

�Consider assigning each of them 
one day per week, or one week 
per month, during which you will 
focus on that value.

Insights:
The same event can be 
thought of in many 
different ways, 
depending on your 
mindset.

A mindset guided by 
your core values is 
important to resilience 
and happier life.



What is one word to describe how 
you are feeling right now?

Menti.com Code 1226 6930



BREAK
See you 
back at:
11:15



Panel



BREAK
See 
you back 
at: 12:15



Creating an Organizational Wellness Plan



Creating an Organizational Wellness Plan



The ethos and environment of the school
will have an impact on staff well-being.

It is important to build a culture of trust
where school staff feel valued and know

how to access support. 





Convene a Mental Health & 
Wellness MTSS Team:

ü Ensure that the MTSS team is supported 
to safely brainstorm, share ideas, and 
consider strong universal supports (tier 
1) to promote staff well-being.

ü Establish norms for the meeting and 
include time on the agenda to share 
experiences and concerns first.

ü Provide an opportunity for honest and 
open dialogue about concerns with 
COVID-19 with the MTSS team. 



Convene a Mental Health & 
Wellness MTSS Team:

ü Focus on connection before content.

ü Ensure that the MTSS team is supported 
to safely brainstorm, share ideas and 
consider strong universal supports (tier 1) 
to promote staff well-being.

ü Plan for strong tier 2 and tier 3 supports 
for staff.

ü Develop and promote strategies to 
reduce stigmas.



Convene a Mental Health & 
Wellness MTSS Team:

ü Consider designating wellness 
ambassadors on campus to champion 
the vision for mental health and 
emotional wellness across campus.

ü Create an intentional plan for 
onboarding new employees that 
includes teambuilding.

ü Schedule regular touchpoints for 
teambuilding and support throughout 
the school year.



Positive relationships between
adults working in a school

creates a sense of safety, trust,
and openness.





Assessing the Well-being 
of Staff
ü Consider hosting a resource fair for 

school staff.

ü Share the TEA State Mental & 
Behavioral Health Resource List.

ü Communicate plans and activities.

ü Establish systemwide approaches to 
address secondary traumatic stress.
ü STAT
ü Buddy Classrooms
ü Tap in/tap out
ü Staff calming room – remote or in 

person
ü Wellness Wednesdays
ü Remote check ins
ü Self-care activities



Assessing the Well-being 
of Staff

ü Conduct a landscape analysis 
on assessing mental health 
needs and social service 
needs of staff.

ü Provide a time and space for 
frequent processing and 
reflection for all staff.

ü Ensure ongoing wellness 
touchpoints to continually 
assess and support all staff 
throughout the year.



Assessing the Well-
being of Staff

ü Coordinate with district 
human resource department 
to ensure needed supports 
are in place. 

ü Be patient, model empathy, 
and give grace. 

ü Continually reassess needs. 







Building a Culture of Wellness & 
Resiliency

ü Model good working practices and self-care 
to encourage a healthy work/life balance.

ü Map out staff wellness events throughout the 
year.

ü Promote positive greetings and affirmations 
with staff throughout the day (ex. email, shout 
outs, check in/check outs, etc.).



Building a Culture of Wellness & 
Resiliency

ü Encourage a sense of community among staff.

ü Keep staff well-being and professional 
development on the agenda.

ü Provide opportunities for community building.



Building a Culture of Wellness & 
Resiliency

ü Create a support network between staff 
members.

ü Remain open and honest with staff about 
any pivots.

ü Include clear communication and create 
ongoing opportunities for staff to provide 
feedback and express concerns.





Professional development and 
training

ü Survey staff to highlight specific training 
and professional development needs.

ü Provide regular and ongoing 
professional development, study 
groups, and opportunities for staff to 
challenge themselves with new 
learning that is emerging in the 
education field.

ü Ensure ongoing coaching and 
consultation for professional 
development and training needs.



Professional development 
and training

ü Review resources on Guidance and 
Support on COVID 19 that are 
continually updated to support 
professional development. 

ü Ensure that staff are equipped with 
information about Adverse Childhood 
Experiences. 

ü Consider using data from the school 
and the surrounding community to 
drive decisions for specific and 
tailored professional development or 
training. 



Professional development 
and training

ü View and share Project Restore 
video series.

ü Review supplemental resources from 
professional school counselors and 
school psychologists.

ü Prepare staff to develop a growth 
mindset.







“Resilience cannot exist 
without hope. It is the 
capacity to be hopeful 
that carries us         
through challenges,  
disappointments, loss, 
and traumatic stress.”

- Dr. Bruce Perry, Child 
Trauma Academy



What is one idea 
learned today you 
plan to implement 
to promote overall 
staff wellness? 

Menti.com
Code: 1226 6930



Julie Wayman 
TEA Updates



1
• School Mental Health Practice 

Guide and Toolkit Narrative

2
• Suite of school mental health 

tools with a searchable filter by 
category

3
• Texas School Mental Health 

Website

NEW:  School Mental Health 
Resources in 2021 – 2022
SOFT LAUNCH – 9.30.21 for ABC 
Summit Attendees Preview! 



Soft Launch 
Today!

Version 1

For ABC 
Summit 
Attendees! 



Soft Launch Today for ABC Summit Attendees!
Texas School Mental Health Website



See you at next year’s ABC Summit! 

In collaboration with the Texas Health and Human Services Commission



Gratitude



Session #5 Evaluation.....

https://ttc-gpra.org/P?s=676075



Thank you for joining 
us at this year's ABC 
Summit!


